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The execu on of so ware involves complex interac ons within many diﬀerent hardware systems. Although
many tools exist for profiling so ware execu on, a very skilled eye and years of experience are required for
inves ga ng and understanding so ware execu on behaviors. Further, these tools o en only collect aggregate informa on from sources such as performance counters, poten ally losing details that may be cri cal.
To address this gap in technology, my team has been working on visualizing so ware memory behavior using
memory reference traces to provide detailed dynamic performance informa on. In this talk, I will focus on
three approached. The first approach uses abstract visual encodings, anima ng event streams so that the user
can directly observe the mo on of memory between levels of cache. Second, I will discuss a topologicallybased approach that finds and visualizes cyclical pa erns in the normally linear reference trace as spiral structures expanding out into the me dimension. Finally, I will discuss an approach to inves ga ng the memory
behavior of a massively parallel kernel execu ng within the CUDA architecture. Throughout the talk, I will use
these approaches to expose a number pi alls found in algorithms commonly used in compu ng.
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Paul Rosen is a Research Assistant Professor at the University of Utah with appointments in the Scien fic
Compu ng and Imaging (SCI) Ins tute and the School of Compu ng. Dr. Rosen received his PhD from the
Computer Science Department of Purdue University where his disserta on was about Camera Model Design, a
problem solving paradigm which advocates designing dynamic, applica on specific camera models for solving
problems in computer graphics, visualiza on, and computer vision. While at Purdue, Dr. Rosen was a key parcipant of the team which modeled, simulated, and visualized the September 11, 2001 a ack on the World
Trade Center North Tower. The press release and video produced from the simula on resulted in the most
widely covered press release in Purdue University history, appearing on many news and educa onal television
programs, and the YouTube video has been viewed almost 15 million mes. Since joining the University of
Utah in 2010, Dr. Rosen’s research has focused on developing novel task-oriented visualiza ons for Scien fic
Visualiza on areas, such as vector field and uncertainty visualiza on, and Informa on Visualiza on areas,
such as parameter space visualiza on and so ware performance visualiza on.

